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I, Lin ZhenMan, HKID D188015(3)
It is a pity from www.ycec.com/HK/200115.pdf visible, why starts on Dec., 31, 2019, but the so-called
Wuhan pneumonia “crazed” in Hong Kong and doubled then Wuhan City in place? Because this joke
to shown my this letter to told for the Legislative Council 70 members of HK on January 15, 2020, so
five days after, the“Wuhan Pneumonia” must to extensively proliferate everywhere “crazed” in
China by fraud to operation have no choice!
And from www.ycec.com/HK/200128e.pdf can to seen, I had no choice must at once by a letter to
inform the President of HKU, everyone will use and millennium constant the “lung airflow epidemic
control law" as long as to use after, any influenza or today’s so-called“Wuhan Pneumonia” patient
must to isolate, wear masks and washing hands those low IQ of prevention methods with WHO both
equal immediately to get out!
In addition, the principals of other nine places college of HK also received my letter within the next
2 days, I also at the same time by an attachments email to share for teachers and students with Gov.,
departments to include medium of HK and TW! And such as www.ycec.com/911/200302-va.pdf it
can be seen that “lung airflow epidemic control law" also faxed to total of 175 countries in China,
Taiwan embassy and consulates in HK, that such a simple "epidemic prevention law” should not
have been invented by me for my fifth modern inventions and everyone must to use that will be to
know almost the world, yes or not?!
Unfortunately, the so-called Wuhan pneumonia in HK creates fraud to“go crazy”still do not
know to stop?
This just the subject in my letter to you today：
The first essential to point is, the Isolation Order should be the legal basis from the Cap. 599 O.8
《Public health emergency regulation》r.(5), so must have “emergency situation” at society only can to
legislation!
But the human coronavirus (HCoV) has long been regarded as an unimportant pathogen, and it
only can to lead to“ordinary head cold”already know all the international medical community!
The Yuan Guoyong not also to confess the Wuhan pneumonia as SARS Coronavirus to
emphasizes the "gene sequencing" is somewhat different, but who at once to attempting let this
ordinary head cold to jactitation call a "new infectious pathogen" that cheat skill not also to point at
a letter to above Legislative Council 70 members of HK by me a joke：
『The human "gene sequencing" not also to everyone not alike, so can't do without “corona species
clan”to come that virus is nothing“new crown virus” to deceive the public again!』, so the Chief
Executive Carrie Lam who then know cheated after and Yuan Guoyong also knew his full of
shame so after so even at TV to shut up the mouth!
But the Director of Health on Jan. 8, 2020 base on Cap. 599 O.15 still to publish in the
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Gazette to allow above the fraud technique of 『 serious emerging infectious pathogens the respiratory
system disease』 to included in Schedule 1.
But is that useful? Because since Jan. 23, 2020 only have a first case of “confirmed
diagnosis” that just can arrogation the emergency has been advent？？？
Above visible also may not to violate the emergency regulation of Cap. 599 O.8, if not, in this way
groundless to come that Isolation Order just equal to driving empty the international human rights
law with violations of basic human rights just as different form a warrant too！
As seen above, put aside for the Yuan Guoyong, SC Hui and Gabriel Leung such a "three
medical experts" to director of“Isolation Order”its inherent attempt where? Because to violation
the order of Cap. 599 O.8 that already irrefutable, so must to lift at once!
Otherwise, the consequent at HK economy full damage all sufferers who equal can by this
evidence to make a claim for compensation!
The fact just is exactly,
also starts here!

one field unheard-of to lead latest international medical quackery

And visible from the news, why the Yuan Guoyong earlier then Jan. 8, 2020 already to bring up
“person can to infect person” but unfounded by a false report just to make another attempt to lead the
way for“Isolation Order”clear, is it common cold would not be “person can to infect person” ?
No wonder the Legislative Council Member KWOK Ka-ki try to retort, if before the pathogen was
unknown to amendment? And related closely contacts as family or colleague also be isolated? And
when to stop quarantine, etc…., but Yuan Guoyong insisted on the need must to amend the law, this
just to make some other plan by who will crime the one of surface prove!
Later, Yuan Guoyong even more daring will used a "deep throat saliva sample" for the virus test
and arrogation the“confirmed diagnosis”that accuracy of 91.7%, so this is a feasible method, and
further to boasting the virus still can to "invisible propagation does not eliminate to erupt in
community" is even more absurd, regardless of the "deep throat saliva sample" whether the thing
outside the body!
Mr. Gabriel Leung is also the same day as 『Wuhan pneumonia than severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS) "much more cunning" so "zero enter is the safest immunization
practices" 』by this lie to open fraud for public to promote "isolation order" etc. that sly face
countless!
And the SC Hui also to lie at TV on Feb., 8, 2020﹕『the latent incubation period of virus will be up
to 14days, if a little patient never develop any fever, but even without to fever, once in a while they will
be appear or develop some symptoms!』but I have to agree no a specific medicine can to cure the virus,
only to isolate another plot also proves outstanding and so many more!
But how to "confirmed diagnosis" is the key? It can be seen at TV that only from in mouth to
scrap the "Saliva" or "nostril excrement" again to test whether have the "virus"? If have, it will to
"confirmed diagnosis" for "positive", or else for "negative"! And after again to pull out CP China’s
ZhongNanshan with above the tools of three so-called medical experts who (knowing that the virus
is non-organism) can also to arrogation the "virus" has14-days incubation period to coax public for
new medical fraud again to play!
Because everyone does not live in the atmosphere where all kinds of germs can fly, so the
"viruses" are everywhere have plenty of! If the bacteria does not enter the lungs and only stay the
mouth, or clap your hands the germs may not have a chance to be killed, so there have different
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viruses or germs that cannot killed for a while inevitable, and necessarily have some positive of
strong or weak can to check, but this early normality of life and not bring harm to health of another
person!
Besides, the "in Saliva or nostril excrement those germs or virus" still the “ectoparasite”, then
how can use to "confirmed diagnosis" to“internal＂the morbidity? This just is today’s
international medical fraud and crazy to "virus" this dead still can spare from "person to person" and
to propagate, in fact to infringe human rights the maximum evil at here!
As above the "confirmed diagnosis" means by "saliva or nostril to dig excrement" just the
so-called“Wuhan Pneumonia” to become mentally deranged at worldwide today's medical fraud has
been international in a big "stunt", also from ww.ycec.com/911/200302-va.pdf to Vatican the
ambassador's letter same can to see current medical fraud a focal point with the antecedent causes also
at here, so please to download read it and not repeat it!
As a result, there must be an accomplice to questioned above three big monster：
『Lin Zhen Man
who too aware your "stunt", if who to be compelled to from the Shenzhen Bay enter HK, who
necessarily know to swallow "saliva" and to dig his "nostril excrement", and despite you already to
maneuver "falling rock" at Lin Zhen Man to work the Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., also will to "isolation" the
whole building, but how to call your vassal to order isolation for him？
The SC Hui at once said at the Phoenix TV to blend towards for power core of CP China
on10days ago：
『Still can to take the lungs, if have shadow can be determined diagnosed to isolation !』
That is to say, if entry HK I will inevitably must to take the lungs, and nor the young people have
the shadow consequential, namely Lin zhen Min me still hard to escape the "isolation order" certain
death! Therefore, Zhong Nanshan of CP China immediately changed the Wuhan pneumonia will in
end of April only can to the top, but our Gov., from the Diamond Princess and Wuhan city to
withdraw HK people drag and drop let scolded also must to endure, so as not to the pneumonia to
direct headache is not also the resulting, yes or not?
Also as with as above, this is clearly medicine scam which only focus on the most important
matter no matter on both the old and new "virus" whether the infection source?
And on the before month from Wireless TV can be seen, as long as there is a common cold fever
who as Hong Mei House or Qingyi to appear this 6 large medical profession killers then immediately
came forward falsely diagnosed as a "new virus" infected after the whole building residents must to
isolation that falsehood means it was ignored as early as on May 19 , 2016. I wrote to the Director of
Health a letter from www.ycec.com/HK/160519e.pdf a small experiment thus can make "virus" is
not a creature will never reproduce in the body, so by this fundamental the "virus vaccines" can raise
the "antibodies" that past medical scams bankruptcy already!
Or, as in the third paragraph of previous page, in the letter to the President of HKU, the box on the
last page to
angry by me: "... Your Yuan Guoyong、Gabriel Leung with any public health
professor of HKU who have or not the abilities to refutes by writing for me ?"！
As mentioned above the "virus infection" is false or not the subject, you subordinate health
department officials them to be fully aware above the three big medical monster especially the
2016year the Director of Health them already have no way out to query by me, but them still using TV
and the media continue to coax the citizens into "virus infection" non-wear masks and wash、wash
hands cannot still continue to fool the public, so that today’s masks shortage chaos everywhere in HK
has not really been considered a small matter, but HK people want to escape "viral vaccine" exempt to
fools of non-natural disasters just a human disaster then to be all the more difficult, whether?
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Especially as at www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam-hk.htm be seen in, when I began on January 28,
2020 by letters to ten college principals introduce everyone will use and millennium will not change
the "lung airflow epidemic prevention Law" after, CE Carrie Lam at TV to order all official can not
wear mask to shown rational on Feb., 4, 2020! But that night's Phoenix TV immediately can to hear
"CE Carrie Lam does not wear a mask!" informed for the CP Central Committee, and then CE Carrie
Lam lead a team to visit Shenzhen Bay Port of Inbound and outbound on Feb., 8, 2020 that picture of
team not wear a mask also can to seen at Phoenix TV! But all media of HK no one dare to report and
at once pull out a singer Guan Shuyi yelled the epidemic prevention by Carrie Lam to Governance
"like Wu Zetian"!
But CE Carrie Lam actually also can to stand it until escort by Chan Mo-po with other official
again wear mask to come TV on Feb., 24, 2020, because if not to wear mask, the Wuhan pneumonia
this fraud funny games of demon king woe still can to play it? And no wonder the US media to said
that "China is the real sick man in Asia" and the Europeans widely called "Yellow Calamity" to
resurge etc., reports, it although media spies of CP China were fully launched, there also had some
omissions can to see!
No wonder the college of medicine of CUHK had an investigation report publish on Feb., 18,
2020 to point：HK people only had 16% to believe the epidemic situation report by HK Gov.,!
Seen from the right, the AFCD of Gov., still can use above the
trick of "saliva or nostril to dig excrement" include the raise dog also
don't let go, as in the before week to test was weakly positive reaction is
also must to isolated!
Please immediately wake up the Fisheries and Conservation
Department not teach bad by above the three big medical monsters,
because dogs are out gas by nostrils and everyone knows, so all along
have not the bacteria can enter the lungs and fever seldom! This is the
God created to give “lung airflow epidemic prevention law" this
native movement abilities only can to coexist with the world!
If the Director of AFCD, Sophia Chan and Chan Hon-yee still don't understand, they abdicate for
dog paparazzi, yes or not?
Also as I had a letter to be send to 70 member of Legislative Council to recommended the Andrew
Leung Chairman who ought to lead all member go to the orangutan, monkeys social place to study
know only use both hands to pat the lung of left and right again to cough a few times that just can to go
out the germs if enter lung, also how come pneumonia?
Now above the small dog also to show up salvation coming, so please at once to pass on all above
members and your subordinate departments, if still have manly man too though still afraid to take the
lead to discard mask with extensive introduce “lung airflow epidemic prevention law", too hug a
small dog to introduce teach for citizen, this only can to profess for people-oriented a basic mentality
Particularly must to pass on a message for above the three big
of gentleman, yes or not？
medical monsters too must at once to worship a dog as a teacher, if not, one day they will be scolded
by the public who not equal to a dog, and then I will impotent help for them!
And because as the first page that groundless to come and illegal the“Isolation Order” whether
should be to recant? And above the three big medical monsters, Sophia Chan and Chan Hon-yee
who at random to hold the common cold case to classify for suspected infector of "new corona virus"
must to Isolation whether already to driving empty international human rights law、violations of basic
human rights? And as well as please Chief Secretary Excellency too deserved reply a final
conclusion!
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Finally, under the regulation of《Compulsory Quarantine of Certain Persons Arriving at Hong
Kong Regulation》4., Chief Secretary Excellency you has the right to exempt certain individuals
maybe unaffected the“Isolation Order” , because as above if to Isolation I at any time will to incur
murder, so please ratify, thank you!
This letter is available online on www.ycec.com/HK/200305.pdf turn ycec.net or ycec.sg equal available for
public to download for your reading pleasure！
Sincerely!
March 5, 2020

D188015(3)
林哲民
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